WELCOME TO THE RED POPPY!
ALLOW US TO SHOW YOU AROUND.
EAST ELEVATION – MAIN ENTRY & BENCH SEATING
VENUE PLANS & PHOTO WALK THROUGH

SOUTH ELEVATION – MAIN SPACE, STAGE AND SIDE ENTRANCE

WEST ELEVATION – AREA OVER DISPLAY TABLE
VENUE PLANS & PHOTO WALK THROUGH

WEST ELEVATION – MAIN SPACE, STAGE AND LOFT ABOVE
VENUE PLANS & PHOTO WALK THROUGH

NORTH ELEVATION – KITCHEN, MAIN SPACE & WINDOW NOOK

MAIN ENTRY

EVENT ENTRY
VENUE PLANS & PHOTO WALK THROUGH

SOUTH ELEVATION – OUTDOOR ART BOARDS

CORNER SIGNAGE
VENUE PLANS & PHOTO WALK THROUGH

FOLSOM STREET

PLOT PLAN
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THE RED POPPY ART HOUSE
VENUE PLANS & PHOTO WALK THROUGH
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MAIN ROOM PLAN
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LOFT LEVEL PLAN
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THE RED POPPY ART HOUSE
VENUE PLANS & PHOTO WALK THROUGH

LOFT PLAN

LOFT (ABOUT 4’-6” FTC)

STORAGE

OPEN TO BELOW

N

12'-9"
8'-1"

LOFT ACCESS
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THE RED POPPY ART HOUSE
VENUE PLANS & PHOTO WALK THROUGH

GOODBYE FOR NOW!
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